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I've been working on the railroad music

I work on the railway I work on a railway published as Levi Song at Princeton University compilation Carmina Princetonia, 1898 Play (help·info)The song published1894Songwriter(s)Anonymous I worked on the railway - it's an American folk song. The first published version appeared as Levee Song at Carmine Princetonia, a book of songs
by Princeton University published in 1894. [1] The earliest known record is Sandhills Sixteen, released by Victor Records in 1927. [2] The music Melody of the opening line of I've Working on the Railroad could have been inspired by a very similar melody at the beginning of the cello solo about one minute before the poet and peasant
overture of Franz von Suppe in 1846. [3] The lyrics of the poems that usually make up the contemporary version of the song: [4] I work on the railway All Living Day. I work on the Just To Pass the Time railroad. You can't hear the whistle blowing, I'll go up so early in the mornay; You can't hear the captain yelling, Dean, blow your horn!
Dino, you're not going to blow up, Dean, don't blow up, Dino, you're not going to blow your horn? Dino, you're not going to blow up, Dean, don't blow up, Dino, you're not going to blow your horn? Someone in the kitchen with Dina Someone in the kitchen I know someone in the kitchen with Dina Strummin on an old banjo! Singin's fee, fi,
non-fulfil fee, fi, unlike-i-fee, fi, non-connoitsive-y-o Strummin' on the old banjo. The 1894 version includes one verse very similar to a contemporary song, albeit in a negro minstrel dialect, and with an introduction that no longer sang, and a very different second verse:[5][6] (SOLO) I once knew a girl named Grace- (QUARTET) I vukkin' on
de levee; (Solo) 2000-0 She bred me to disappoint the sad disgrace (QUARTET) of O' Vukkin on de Levy. I was a vukkin on the railway All day, I was a vukkin' on the Ter railway to pass de-time. Doan' yuh hyah de whistle blowin'? Growing up, so in de mawn; Doan' yuh hyah de cap'n shouin', Dinah, punch yo Sing a song o' city; Roll dat
cotton tuk; aint is half as happy as when he got out of norfolk foh prison his oystahshells, Boston foh his beans, Chahleston foh his rice' cawn, But foh niggahs New Awleens. The Someone in the Kitchen section with Dina, with its noticeably different tune, is actually an old song that was absorbed by I Work on the Railway. It was published
as Old Joe, or Someone in the House with Dina in London in the 1830s or 40s with music attributed to J.H. Cave. [7] Dean was the generic name of a slave woman and, by extension, any woman of African American descent. [8] The melody to this section of the song may have been adapted from Goodnight, Ladies, written (as Farewell
Ladies) in 1847 by E.P. Christie. [9] According to the liner's notes to Pete Seeger's children's concert at City Hall Dean's section won't blow you is a more modern addition that contributed to the song by some college students. [10] A school club songbook around 1947 used this introduction: (Lead): I used to have a dog named Bill (Choir):
Vukkin' on de lebee (Lead): He escaped, but I'm here still (Choir): Wukkin' on de lebee The rest was a modern version. [Citation required] Other exalted poems and stanzas One sublime poem, which was recorded in prominent sources, follows the poem Sing, Fi, Problems-and-O: Someone's Love of Makina to Dina Someone's Love I
Know. Someone loves Dina because I can't hear the old banjo! [11] In another version of I've Working on the Railroad, which is published in The Family Car Songbook, researched and edited by Tam Mossman, the song continues as follows: I am working on an estada, driving clutching spikes. I'm working on an estada to make sure
connections don't slip. Can't you hear the engine coming? Run to the bridge station! Can't you see a big black smokehill coming down your spine? The choir I live in boxcars. Now I'm hobo. I live in boxcars, which will not allow yard bulls. Brother, can you save a quarter? Buy me something good to eat? Brother, can you spare the nickel
until I get on my feet? Choir I will own this railway One of them here days. I'll own this railroad and I swear your pay I'll pick up. I'll invite you to my mansion, feed the goose and therapy. I'll invite you to the racetrack when my ship comes in. Chorus[12] Japanese translations This section does not refer to any sources. Please help improve
this section by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unsyming materials can be appealed and seized. Video by May 2014 (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The adaptation of this song is a very familiar nursery rhyme in Japan, with the same melody and roughly the same theme, but with a different title and different
lyrics. It is known as Senro wa tsuzuku yo doko made mo (線路は続くよどこまでも), meaning the railway lasts forever. NHK presented this version of the song in 1967 in a TV program called Minna no Uta (Everyone's Songs). This tune is used at stations on The Hanshine Electric Railway Lines (excluding Umeda Station and Osaka
Namba Station) to announce arriving trains and is similarly used at Okayama station on the Sanyo line (for Camiguri and Himeji) and the Ako Line (for Banshu-Ako) by the West Japan Railway Company. In the soundtrack for the Ressha Sentai ToQger album in 2014, the Total Kamata singer recorded a variation of the song with Animetal
USA, perposing the song. Eyes of Texas There are no sources in this section. Please help improve this section by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unsyming materials can be appealed and seized. (May 2010 (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Texas eyes are a spiritual song by the University of Texas at Austin and
the University of Texas at El Paso. It is set to the tune of I Work on the Railway with alternative lyrics written in 1904. Students, faculty, staff and university graduates sing the song at Longhorn sports games and other events. In popular culture, Bing Crosby incorporated the song into a potpourri on his album 101 Gang Songs (1961). The
song was used in many Looney Tunes shorts: At the beginning of Pepé Le Pew short Touché and Go, the street artist sings in French I've Working on the Railroad with English words mixed, and Pepe is later heard singing it in English with altered lyrics. Elmer Foodd sings it in Unruly Hare and The Wacky Wabbit. In Fall's, the gremlin's
zaizi repeatedly strikes the nose of the bomb to the tune of the song. In Bugs Bunny's 24 Carrot Holiday Special, Elmer Fudd sings I Shovel the Track... all cold, cold day. At Thomas and the Magic Railroad, Diesel 10 sings a song as he walks through Smelter's yard, though he uses the British term railroad. He only sings the beginning of
the chorus and then giggles and says: Who wants to work a long day anyway?. In the film, Kelly's characters figured out tanks that played the song through a loudspeaker after they finished attacking a railway depot. The song is one of four songs sung by a barbershop quartet every few minutes at the Daybreak Parkway TRAX station in
South Jordan, Utah, which opened in 2011 as part of UTA's art program in transit program While studying Mementos in Persona 5, Ryuji and Morgana accidentally sang the first four lines of the song in English dabi, as well as a Japanese translation of the song in Japanese [13] Burunduks sing this in singing again with chipmuke. During tv
recording in The Alvin Show, the song takes place in a TV studio. [15] This song was sung in some episodes of Barney &amp; Friends. [citation required] Notes : James Fuld, Book of World Famous Music, 4th ed. quoted in mudcat café on mudcat cafe website. Waltz, Robert B.; Engle, David G. (2012), I Work on the Railway, Traditional
Ballad Index: Annotated Bibliography of Folk Songs of the English-Speaking World, University of California, Fresno, quoted 2013-02-20 ^ Studwell, William Emmett; Cooper, B. Lee; 1997- 1997. American song reader. Psychology Press. The 1990s saw the 1990s and Folksons for All, Remick Music Corp. 1962 by Carmina Princetonia:
The Book of Princetons, 21st ed. quoted in mudcat café. Retrieved 24-25 August 2014. In the 1930s, the 1930s was quoted in mudcat cafes. Retrieved 2014-05-27. 26, 1850 – NOTE 3. Seminar on U.S. Women's History. Assumption College. Archived from the original on 2012-08-06. Retrieved 17 September 2019. 255–256; quoted in
mudcat café. Retrieved 2012-05-27. 1990. In the 1990s. 1973- 1973. Wordbook folkzinger. Oak publishing. The 1990s were the 1990s. Mossman, There. 1983. Family book of songs. Philadelphia: Running press ^ ^ ^ Amazon release information. Retrieved November 8, 2020. Wikisource's external links have original text related to this
article: I worked on the Levee Song railroad in Carmina Princeton: Princeton's SongBook (1898) Discussion Of Someone in the Kitchen with Diana [sic] at Mudcat Cafe Obtained from Copyrighted, 1936, Calumet Music Company Chicago, IL I worked on the railroad, All Alive Long. I worked on the railway, just to pass the time. Can't you
hear the whistle blowing? Go up so early in the morne. Can't you hear the captain yelling, Dean, blow the horn? Dino, you're not going to blow up, Dean, don't blow up, Dino, you're not going to blow your horn? Dino, you're not going to blow up, Dean, don't blow up, Dino, you're not going to blow your horn? Someone in the kitchen with
Dina. Someone in the kitchen, I know. Someone in the kitchen with Dina Currenting on an old banjo. Fee, fi, violin-f-y-o. Fee, fi, violin-e-i-oh-o-o.. Fee, fi, violin-f-y-o. Pounced on an old banjo. Leave games and songs for young children! Children!
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